ASA Minutes 2-06-07
Present: Alex, Jen, James, Aaron, Mike Shaw, Obrad, Lauren, Tim, Dennis, Mike McGraw

Lockers
Lauren has looked into them. Right now, they are combination locks with a master lock for a key in the back.
Multiple groups would have to share a box.
$8,000 Individual key locks vs. $1,200 combo locks
Options: Get expensive lockers or email groups to see if they can share.
There are currently 120 boxes besides the UA ones.
Probably a good idea to take a survey and see what the demand is.
Should we send out an email before we know what options we have for lockers?
We won't lose the money before the end of the year.
Mike Shaw will talk to the Physics Department about their box setup.
So, let's spend one more week on researching lockers, one week surveying groups, and then place the order for a 4-6 week lead time.

ASA Meeting Schedule for spring semester
Thursday at 5:30.
Any objections? Sounds good.

Harvard Math Tournament Group
Their situation has been temporarily resolved with their own temporary account.

Things we need to do about this semester.
CPW Activities Fair
Mike McGraw and Dennis will be in charge of this.
What if we suggest that Admissions pays for the event?
Keep James in the loop on spending.
Have the groups pay for A/V and maybe electricity.
Jen will talk to Admissions about having them cover the cost.

FYSM
Last time, we handed them out during orientation.
What if we put the FYSM information online and then contact the freshmen.
There is an admitted students website. The UAAP runs that not Admissions. Getting on the admissions website and possibly sending out an email. If we get rid of the CD, we should probably contact the groups and get a vote on it. Should we wait until the GBM?
No. Should we have the GBM earlier?
Let's put together a web form.

Can we put the FYSM and mailbox questions on the same form?

Committee on Student Space (UA)
Why is no one from the ASA on this committee?
Lauren can help and Jen can be more of an advocate.

Reserve Accounts
If Lori wants to ask for plans for these accounts, then let's her handle it. Is the ASA in a position to give or approve these plans? So, let's pass these issues surrounding reserve accounts to the funding boards. Also ask Laurie are there any other issues.

Alex spoke to Phil Walsh about online card readers. $2,000-2,500 per door for groups. Phil could maybe subsidize $500 of that. Online readers allow you to manage door permissions. Phil would probably like to get to having online readers over a period of 4 to 5 years. There just isn't all the money right now for it.